1. Flip Cooler

Flip Your Empty Cooler Upside Down.

2. Place Slides

Place Slides Upside Down on Bottom Of Cooler.

3. Adjust Retainer

Slide Back Retainer Until Tight Against Cooler.

4. Tighten Retainer Fasteners

Push Slide Track Back To Access Back Retainer Fasteners And Tighten Accordingly.
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5. **Spanners**
Choose Among Available Spanners For Appropriate Size That Allows You To Fasten Into The Threaded Inserts.

6. **Fastening Spanners**
Tighten Accordingly.

7. **Location**
Locate Assembled Slides And Cooler in Desired Location

8. **Mounting**
Remove Cooler And Fasten Slides To Deck Using Supplied Fasteners.

**Note:** Only One Pair Of Spanners Will Be Used. Others Can Be Discarded.

**Multiple Spanner Kits Supplied To Accomodate Varying Cooler Widths.**

**Detail B**
Spanner Set Screw
8 pcs. 8-32 x 3/4"

**Deck Fasteners**
6 pcs. #10 x 1 1/4"

**COOLER SLIDES**
Installation Instructions
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